Cast Your Vote for a Super Smile!
Good morning, esteemed members of the press. I’ve called this press conference to clarify some
of the specific policies that Dr. Gartner supports in his presidential run. This campaign is all about the
right kinds of experience. While other candidates may talk about taking a bite out of crime, Dr. Gartner
regularly cares for the mouths of children who bite into far worse things. Other candidates may try to
keep smiling in the face of national crises, but Dr. Gartner alone knows how to keep that smile straight
and beautiful. Other candidates may talk of the types of cabinets they’d appoint if elected, but Dr.
Gartner already has an expert cabinet of clerical and clinical assistants.
In this election, let us pay tribute to the unsung heroes of this nation. Working-class Americans, our
troops overseas, and - perhaps the most overlooked heroes of all - our own smiles. They chew our food and
help us convey our happiness daily without ever asking for anything in return, but somehow all of Dr. Gartner’s
opponents have neglected to mention them in their policies. Dr. Gartner is the only candidate who plans to give
back to these noble and generous smiles. If elected, Dr. Gartner will instate a health-care system that will make
braces affordable for every child, and will create a new Department of Oral Hygiene to combat the continual
dangers of the overbite. Ask not what your smiles can do for you, but what you can do for your smiles!
John McCain may pride himself on being a maverick and breaking from party lines, but Dr. Gartner
knows how to take care of your jaw lines. Hillary Clinton may have built a successful campaign strategy
around crying, but Dr. Gartner’s will always revolve around smiling. Barack Obama may constantly talk about
change, but Dr. Gartner can tell you about the importance of getting your o-rings changed.
Americans of all ages, genders, races, creeds, and backgrounds can appreciate the beauty of a winning
smile. Instead of focusing on the differences between bickering political parties, let us focus on the teeth we all
share. Instead of voting for the same old politicians, cast your vote for a super smile!

“Cast Your Vote for a Super Smile”

The crowd roars as Super Smile steps on stage, brightness blinding the audience with
such beautiful, sparkling teeth. Looking out at the crowd, constituents stare in awe at Super
Smile, envious of this beautiful grin, yet helpful about their new presidential candidate. Teeth
in perfect condition, straight across and obviously brushed ever so carefully, he is the new
figurehead for wishful Smiles everywhere.
And what is it about Super Smile that is so positive, new, and appropriate for the
open position of President of the United Mouths of America? His experience, his stamina,
and his overall appeal of course! Super Smile was fortunate enough to be a patient of
Dr. Gartner, world-renowned orthodontist. Having gone through four painful years in
metal, rubber-bands, and retainers, Super Smile has come out a fighter, a proud veteran
of Dr. Gartner’s office at 101 S. Washington in Park Ridge, Illinois. He is an advocate
for smiles around the country, and his beaming grin is perfect for the Dentalcratic Party.
Super Smile begins his speech, citing the history and records of regular check-ups,
consistent evidence of careful flossing, and nightly retainer use. He quotes Dr. Gartner,
who speaks highly of his performance as a patient, and closes with a reminder to all
fellow Smiles that they can make a difference in the beauty of their mouths. By uniting
together behind Super Smile, the United Mouths of America will be a truly gorgeous,
functioning society.
So be sure to cast your vote for Super Smile this November!

